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lntroduction
An analysis of the initial alternatives being considered for the High Desert Corridor has been
completed with the intent of eliminating those alternatives that are less feasible and prudent.
This process was undertaken following the requirements of CEeA & NEPA together with
genera lly accepted a lternatives screen ing practices.
CEQA/NEPA Alternatives Analysis Guidelines
CEQA Guidelines Section 75126.6 requires that an

EIR consider a range of reasonable alternatives which
would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project while avoiding or substantially reducing
its significant impacts. lt must consider a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will
foster informed decision-making and public participation. CEQA allows for the elimination of those
alternatives that:

1) failto

meet the basic project objectives;

2) are infeasible due to issues concerning:
a. Site suitability
b. Economic viability

c. Availability of infrastructure
d. General plan consistency
e. Other plans or regulatory limitations
f. Jurisdictional boundaries
8. Ability to acquire, control or otherwise have access to the alternative site, or
3)

Failto avoid significant environmental impacts

For NEPA, the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality (CEq has similar guidance. CEe regulations
require that an EIS study a "reasonable range" of alternatives that covers a "full spectrum" of potential
reasonable alternatives. Reasonable alternatives include those that are practical and feasible from a
technical and economic standpoint and using common sense. Alternatives can be eliminated from
consideration based on any factor that is relevant to reasonableness, including failure to satisfy the
project purpose and need, environmental impacts, engineering, and cost, among others.

lnitial Range of Alternatives
At the time the Notice of lntent/Notice of Preparation were published, there were seven (7) alternatives
and three (3) variations under consideration. As a result of public agency and community input during

the scoping process and at subsequent community meetings one (1) additional alternative and two (2)
additional variations were added for consideration. The alternatives and variations are shown in Figure
1.
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Alternatives Analysis Screening Process and Criteria
The screening process used involves three elements:

A.

Determining the viability of the alternative/variation in addressing the purpose and
need for transportation improvements.
B. Consideration of the various public agency and community comments regarding
environmental impacts, especially those issues that were raised during public scoping.
C. Consideration of the approximate cost factors of the alternative/variation.
While there were an extensive number of subsets for these three elements, Caltrans settled on
the following most relevant factors. lt was important to limit the number to those factors that
are generally considered the most significant with respect to the decision making process.
The screening factors supporting the purpose and need for transportation improvements were
as follows:
1) Does the alternative support the area mobility needs;
2l Does the alternative support goods movemen|
3) Does the alternative improve service to the 2 major study area airports; and
4) Does the alternative improve emergency access?
Five environmental screening criteria were also identified:

1)
2)
3)

4l

5)

Does the alternative minimize traffic congestion;
Does the alternative minimize business and residential relocation;
Does the alternative minimize biological impacts;
Does the alternative minimize water quality and hydrology impacts; and
Does t he alternative minimize disruption due to construction-related impacts?

The final project cost screening factors evaluated were:
1) ls the alternative cost effective; and

2l

How feasible is it to obtain funding for the alternative?

the High Desert Corridor alternatives was evaluated using these subjective measures of
effectiveness to determine how well each criteria was satisfied. Each variation was compared
against the corresponding segment of the main freeway/expressway alternative for a relative
comparison of how well the criteria were satisfied (Variation B-North, B-South and the main
Each of

alignment were compared against each other).

Alternatives Analysis Results
Tables L and 2 show the results of the screening process for the 8 alternatives and 5 variations,
respectively. They provide a brief description of how well each one meets the objectives set forth in the
screening criteria. They are also scored with a +, o or - to allow for a relative comparison between
a lternatives and va riations.
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Table 1.
High Desert Corridor Screenins Matrix

Alternatives
icreening Criteria

No-Build

rsM/TDM

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

Expressway

Corridor
lmprovements

Freeway/

(o) Fair

(+) Good
Would provide

Expressway

Freeway/ Tollway

{

HSR

w/

Hybrid Corridor

HSR

Purpose and Need

:riteria
;upport east-west
trobility

(-) Poor

lo) Fair

Would not provide a
major new east-wesl
route. Planned
future projects
would likely provide

Would enhance

some mrnor
¡mprovement to

rxisting routes but
rrovide no new
)ptions for eastmovement.
^/est

(+) Good
Would provide

(+)Good

Would provide a
Would enhance
major new east-west major new east-west existing routes but
corridor to enhance corridor to enhance provide no new
mobility.
mobility.
options for eastwest movement.
a

a

(+) Good
Would provide

(+) Good
a

The intent is

to

use

major new east-wes1 major new east-wesl the most
corridor plus a
corridor plus a
appropr¡ate
potent¡al rail option potential rail option elements of the
to enhance mobility. to enhance mobility. other alternatives to
meet the needs of
the project and

traffic flow.

mininmize impacts.
It is presumed to
support east-west

mobility.

Support goods
movement

(-)Poor

(o) Fair

(+)Good

Would not provide a
major new route
suitable for goods
movement. Planned
future projects
would likely provide

Would enhance
ex¡sting routes but
provide no new
options for goods
movement.

Would provide an
Would provide an
Would enhance
alternate route for alternate route for existing routes but
truck traffic, thereby truck traffic, thereby prov¡de no new
enha ncing
enhanc¡ng
options for goods
opportunities for
opportunities for
movement.
goods movement.
goods movement.

some mrnor
improvement to

traffic flow on
existing gooos
movement
corridors.

(+) Good

(o) Fair

(+)Good

(+)Good

(+)Good

Would provide an
alternate route for
truck traffic, thereby
enhancing
opportunities for
goods movement.

Would provide an
alternate route for
truck traffic, thereby
enhancing
opportunities for
goods movement.

The intent is to use

the most
appropr¡ate
elements of the
other alternat¡ves to
meet the needs of
the project and
mininmize impacts.
It is presumed to
support goods
movement.

Table 1.
Hieh Desert Corridor Screening Matrix

Alternatives
Screening Criteria

lmprove service to
i rports

a

No-Build

(-) Poor

rsM/TDM

(o) Fair

Planned future

Enhancing existing

projects may
provide some

routes would
provide localized

minimal
¡mprovement to

improvements to

traffic flow.

airport access.

lmprovements to

However, no new
major east-west

airport access are

corridor would be
built.

Corridor
lmprovements

Freeway/

Expressway
(+) Good

[o) Fair

(+) Good
Proximity to regional
airports would
improve access. HSR
would provide

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

(+) Good
Proximity to regional Proximity to regional
airports would
airports would
rmprove access.
rmprove access.

Enhancing the
existing major east-

west route would
provide some

Expressway

Freeway/ Tollway

w/

HSR

w/

(+) Good
Proximity to regional
airports would
improve access. HSR
would provide
additional service
opt¡on.

improvements ¡n
additional service
traffic flow and may opt¡on.
improve travel t¡me

tofrom airports.

to be slightly
better than the nobuild condition.
likely

(-) Poor

(o) Fair

access

Planned future

Enhancing existing

projects would likely routes would
provide some
provide localized
improvement to

improvements to

traffic flow with

traffic flow. There

minimal
improvement to
emergency access.

may oe some

minimal
¡mprovement near
the airports.

(+) Good
Would provide an
alternate route for
emergency
vehicles/personnel
and would improve
access to the underserved areas along
the corridor.

(+) Good
Would provide an
alternate route for

(o)Fair
Enhancing the

to

use

the most
appropr¡ate
elements of the
other alternat¡ves to
meet the needs of
the project and

improve serv¡ce to
airports.

to be

minimal.

rmprove emergency

(+) Good
The intent is

mininmize ¡mpacts.
It is presumed to

Benefits are
expected

Hybrid Corridor

HSR

(+) Good
Would provide an
alternate route for
emergency

(+)Good

(+) Good

Would provide an
alternate route for
emergency

Ihe intent

is

to

use

Reduced traffic

the most
appropriate
west route would
emergency
provide some
vehicles/pe rson nel
elements of the
vehicles/pe rson ne
vehicles/person ne
and would improve and would improve other alternatives to
and would improve improvements in
access to the under- traffic flow and may access to the under- access to the under- meet the needs of
the project and
provide some m¡nor served areas along
served areas along
served areas along
mininmize ¡mpacts.
the corridor.
the corridor.
improvement in
the corridor.
It is presumed to
Reduced traffic
Reduced traffic
emergency access
Reduced traffic

congestion would

congestion would

alongthose routes.

congestion would

congestion would

rmprove emergency

also speed access.

also speed access.

Benefits are
expected to be
minimal.

also speed access.

also speed access.

access.

ex¡sting major east-

I

I

Table 1.
Hieh Desert Corridor Screenins Matrix

Alternatíves
Screening Criteria

No-Build

TSM/TDM

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

Expressway

Corridor

Freeway/

lmprovements

Expressway

(+) Good

(+) Good

Freeway/ Tollway

w/

HSR

w/

lybrid Corridor

HSR

Environmental

:riteria
Vlinimize traffic

(o) Fair

:ongestion

Planned future

(o) Fair

Enhancing existing
projects would likely routes would
provide some
provide some
improvement to
¡mprovement to

(+) Good
An alternate route
for east-west travel
would reduce traffic
on the heavily

traffic flow and
reduce traffic

traffic flow and
reduce traffic

congested SR-138

congestion.

congestion.

developed cities on
the eastern and
western ends of the
corridor, the new
route would reduce
traffic on local
streets.

and SR-18. ln the

(+) Good
Ihe ¡ntent is to use
Enhancing the
An alternate route
An alternate route
the most
for east-west travel existing major east- for east-west travel
would
reduce
traffic
appropr¡ate
would reduce traffic
would reduce traffic west route would
heavily
on
the
heavily
elements of the
¡mprove traffic flow on the
on the heavily
provide
other alternatives to
SR-138
congested
5R-L38
and would
congested
congested SR-138
meet the needs of
ln
and
SR-18.
ln
the
ln
and
SR-18.
the
and SR-18. the
some congestion
project and
on
the
cit¡es
on
developed
cities
cities
on
relief.
developed
developed
the eastern and
mininmize impacts.
the eastern and
the eastern and
western ends of the western ends of the It is presumed to
western ends of the
reduce traffic
corridor, the new
corridor, the new
corridor, the new
route would reduce route would reduce congest¡on.
route would reduce
traffic on local
traffic on local
traffic on local
streets. HSR would
streets.
streets. HSR would
likely provide
likely provide
(+) Good

(+) Good
An alternate route
for east-west travel

additional benefits

additional benefits

for long-distance

for long-distance

east-west travel.

east-west travel.

Table L.
Hieh Desert Corridor Screening Matrix

Alternatives
rsM/TDM

No-Build

Screening Criteria

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

Expressway

business/residentia

relocation

(+)Good

(+)Good

Minimize
I

(o) Fair

Planned future

Minor widening and Would require full or /úould require full or
projects may require other improvements partial acquisition of rartial acquisition of
may requrre Some
hundreds of parcels. rundreds of parcels.
some
'{owever, most of
business/residentia
busi ness/reside ntia I However, most of
I

relocation. These
are expected

to

be

minimal.

relocation. These
are expected

minimal.

to be

those properties are
undeveloped;
relatively few
occupied residences
and business would
have

Vlinimize biological
mpacts

o) Fair

to be

Corridor
lmprovements

(o) Fair

would require some

to be

'elocated.

Freeway/ Tollway

w/

HSR

o) Fair

w/

(o) Fair

rundreds of parcels. hundreds of parcels.
lowever, most of
However, most of
:hose properties are those properties are
undeveloped;
rndeveloped;
'elatively few
relatively few
rccupied residences occupied residences
¡nd business would and business would

o) Fair

to be

:he project and

nininmize impacts.

t

is presumed

'elocations.

(-) Poor
Ihe intent

(-) Poor

(-)Poor

(o) Fair

(-)Poor

(-)Poor

relatively small
scope, planned
future projects are

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
impact Mohave
ground squirrel and
desert tortoise
hab¡tat. Joshua tree
woodland would

-elatively small
;cope, mrnor
ridening and other
mprovemenls are
:xpected to have
ninimal lmpact on
ciological resources. also be affected.
May seriously
impact wildlife
movemenl.

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
impact Mohave
ground squirrel and
desert tortoise
habitat. Joshua tree
woodland would
also be affected.
May impact wildlife
movemenr.

Would traverse 2
major drainages.
Would also have
fairly minor impacts
to "less sensitive"
Mohave ground

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
¡mpact Mohave
ground squirrel and
desert torto¡se
habitat. Joshua tree
woodland would
also be affected.
May impact wildlife
movemenl,

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
impact Mohave
ground squirrel and
desert tortoise
habitat. Joshua tree
woodland would
also be affected.
May impact wildlife
movement.

use

neet the needs of

relocated.

)ue to their

to

¡ppropriate
:lements of the
rther alternatives to

have

i+) Good

squirrel, desert
torto¡se and Joshua
tree habitat. May
impact wildlife
movement.

is

lave to be
'elocated.

(+) Good
Due to their

expected to have
minimal impact on
biological resources.

Hybrid Corridor

HSR

of /úould require full or Would require full or lhe intent
the existing routes
rartial acquisition of partial acquisition of :he most

rccupied residences
¡nd business would

relocated.

Expressway

A major widening

right-of-way
:hose propert¡es are acquisition and
relocations.
.rndeveloped;
'elatively few

rave

Freeway/

to

Ììrnrmtze

is

to

use

the most
appropr¡ate
elements of the
other alternat¡ves to
meet the needs of
the project and
mininmize ¡mpacts.
It is presumed to
minimize biological
¡mpacts.

Table 1.
Hish Desert Corridor Screenins Matr¡x

Alternatives
Screening Criteria

No-Build

TSM/TDM

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

Expressway
Minimize water
quality/ hydrology

(+) Good

¡mpacts

relatively small
scope, planned
future projects are

Due

to their

(+) Good
Due

to their

HSR

w/

Hybrid Corridor

HSR

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

Would traverse 2
Would traverse 3
major drainages and major drainages and
numerous smaller
numerous smaller
channels. Potent¡al
channels. Potential
impacts to water
impacts to water
and sediment
and sediment
transport. Potential transport. Potential

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
numerous smaller
channels. Potential

The intent is

impacts to water

impacts to water

¡mpacts to water

quality due to

quality due to

quality due to

tncrease tn

tncrease tn

impervious surface,
highway runoff and

water and

¡mpacts to water

hydrology.

¡mpacts to water
and sediment

transport. Potential
quality due to

transport. Potent¡al
¡mpacts to water
quality due to

tncrease

rncrease tn

tncrease

impervious surface,
highway runoff and

litter.

impervious surface,
highway runoff and
l¡tter.

litte r.

impervious surface,
highway runoff and
l¡tter.

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

(-) Poor

Major construct¡on
activities would
result in temporary
traffic, noise and air
quality impacts
spread out over a
multi-year
construction period.

Major construct¡on
activities would
result in temporary
traffic, noise and air
quality impacts
spreacl out over a
multi-year
construction period.

The intent is

Major construction
relatively small
activities would
scope, mtnor
result in temporary
widening and other traffic, noise and air
quality impacts
improvements are
expected to have
minimal
expected to have
spread out over a
multi-year
co nstructio n-related minimal
impact. (+)
co nstructio n-related construct¡on period.
impact.

Major construct¡on
activities would
result in temporary
traffic, noise and air
quality ¡mpacts

rn

Major construct¡on
activities would
result in temporary
traffic, noise and air
quality impacts
spread out over a
spreacl out over a
multi-year
multi-year
construction period. construction period.

and sediment

transport. Potential

minimize water
quality/hydrology
impacts.

litter.

to

use

the most
a ppropriate
elements of the
other alternat¡ves to
meet the needs of
the project and
mininmize impacts.
It is presumed to
mtntmrze

construction
impacts.

Proiect Cost cr¡teria

use

appropriate
elements of the
other alternatives to
meet the needs of
the project and
mininmize ¡mpacts.
It is presumed to

and sediment

rn

impacts to water

to

the most

¡mpacts to water

impervious surface,
highway runoff and

to their

Freeway/ Tollway

w/

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
numerous smaller
channels. Potential

hydrology.

Due

(-) Poor

Expressway

Would traverse 3
major drainages and
numerous smaller
channels. Potential

expected to have
minimal ¡mpact on
water quality and

(+) Good

Freeway/

(-) Poor

relatively small
scope, mrnor
widening and other
¡mprovements are
expected to have
minimal lmpact on

Minimize construct¡on (+) Good
lmpacts
Due to their
relatively small
scope, planned
future projects are

Corridor
lmprovements

Table L.
Hieh Desert Corridor Screenins Matrix

Alternat¡ves
Screening Criteria

No-Build

TSM/TDM

Freeway/

Freeway/ Tollway

Expressway
Cost effectiveness

(-) Poor

(o) Fair

There are no costs,

Anticipated low cost
but there are also no makes this a
solutions to the
favorable option,
transportation
but benefits not
problems (benefits). seen as very
The lack of
meaningful.
improvements will
result in a long-term
economic cost to
the reg¡on.

Funding feasibility

(+)Good

(+)Good

Would provide a full
solution to the
transportat¡on
problems. Costs are
yet to be

Would provide a full fhis is the longest
solution to the
route and would
transportation
cost the most. lt fails
problems. Costs are to adequately meet
yet to be
purpose and need
determined but are while having fairly

determined but are
expected to be

high impacts.

(o) Fair

(+) Good

(o) Fair

(+) Good

Pursuing a series of

To be determined.

There is a high
To be determined.
potential for funding

Freeway/ Tollway

w/

HSR

w/

Hybrid Corridor

HSR

(+) Good

(+) Good

Would provide a full
solution to the
transportat¡on
problems. Costs are
yet to be

Would provide a full The intent is to use
solution to the
the most
transportation
a ppropriate
problems. Costs are elements of the
yet to be
other alternatives to

determined but are
expected to be

determined but are
expected to be

(+) Good

meet the needs of
the project and

(o) Fair

(+)Good

To be determined.

There is a high
To be determined.
potent¡al for funding

through a Public
Private Partnersh¡p

through a Public
Private Partnersh¡p

(P3).

(P3).

(o) Fair

(0ì

l+5)

f+3)

(+41

t-)l

l+3)

(+4)

l+4)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Evaluation Coding:
+ Good (Alternative greatly satisfies screening criteria)
o Fair (Alternative moderately satisfies screening criteria)

Poor (Alternative poorly

Expressway

commensurate with commensurate with mininmize ¡mpacts.
HSR
It is presumed to be
the benefits. HSR
costs to be provided costs to be provided cost effective.
by others.
by others.

No funding needed.

further

Freeway/

the benef¡ts.

(+) Good

Total Score

-

[-) Poor

expected to be
commensurate w¡th commensurate with
the benefits.
the benefits.

low cost
improvements
makes funding more
easily attainable.

Selected for
anavsiç?

Corridor
lmprovements

satisfies screening criteria)

Table 2.
Hígh Desert Corridor Screening Matrix

Variations
icreening Criteria

A

B-North

c

B-South

D

E

Purpose and Need

:riteria
Support east-west

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(-) Worse

mobility

Variation A is slightly less
direct than the main
al¡gnment but would still
enhance east-west mobility.

Variation B-North and BSouth are slightly less d¡rect
than the main alignment
but there would be no
difference in the
enhancement of east-west

Variation B-North and BSouth are slightly less direct
than the main alignment
but there would be no
difference in the
enha ncement of east-west

Var¡at¡on

mobility.

mobility.

Var¡ation C would enhance Variat¡on D is slightly less
east-west movement
direct than the main
primarily by enhancing
alignment but would still
existing roads. This
enha nce east-west mobility.
improvement is considered
infer¡or to having an
additional route.

(o)Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

Variation A orovides a
slightly less-direct route and
is slightly farther from the
Palmdale airport compared
to the ma¡n alignment. This
is not exoected to affect
goods movement.

Var¡ation B-North would
neither improve nor
diminish goods movement
relative to the main

Variation B-South would
neither improve nor
diminish goods movement
relative to the main

Variation C would pass
through a more densely
populated area that would

Variation D would neither
improve nor diminish goods
movement relative to the
main alignment.

alignment or B-South.

alignment or B-North.

Variation E would provide a
suitable option for trucks
travelling between l-L5 ancl
SR-L4. However, it would
route traffic south away
from the SCLA (SCLA is
proposed to become a

Support goods
movement

likely require more surface
interchanges than the main
a lignment. Although traffic
might move a little slower,
there should be minimal
impact on goods
movement.

(o) Same

(+) Better
E is slightly less
direct than the main
alignment but would still
enhance east-west mobility.
It would also orovide a
second east-west opt¡on ¡n
this area because the
existing Air Expressway Rd.
would remain open.

major distribution hub).
Although an l/C is proposed
at Phantom St. West, there
is currently no road to
connect that l/C with SCLA.
Access to the HDC would
still be available via Air
Expressway until Phantom
West is constructed.
Therefore, Variat¡on E
would provide a similar
level of support for goods
movement as the main
alignment.

Table 2.
lligh Desert Corridor Screening Matrix
Variations
Screening Criteria

lmprove service to
airports

A

B-North

c

B-South

D

E

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

Variat¡on A is slightly
farther from the a¡roort

Variation B-North would
neither improve nor

than the main alignment
but this is not expected to
affect airport access.

diminish airport service
relative to the main
alignment or B-South.

Variation B-South would
ne¡ther improve nor
diminish airport service
relative to the ma¡n
alignment or B-North.

Although traffic might move Variation D would neither
a little slower on Variation- improve nor diminish
C due to the presence of
service to a¡rports relative
more interchanges, there
to the main alignment.
should be little change in
accessability to the SCLA
facility.

lmprove emergency

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(-) Worse

(o) Same

access

Variation A is slightly closer
to the the developed areas
of Palmdale than the main
al¡gnment. However, any
affect on emergency access
would be minimal.

Var¡at¡on B-North would

Variation B-South would
neither imorove nor
diminish emergency access
relative to the main
alignment or B-North.

The main alignment would
be built along a new route
that would imorove
access¡bil¡ty to the northern
part of town. Variation C
would be build primarily

Variation D would be
Variation E would provide
slightly farther away from
an alternate route and
the populated areas of Lake would be located closerto
Los Angeles. However, the populated areas than the
distance ¡s not expected to main alignment. lt would
affect emergency access.
rmprove emergency access.

ne¡ther improve nor
diminish emergency access
relative to the main
alignment or B-South.

along an existing roadway
and would do little to
rmprove emergency access.

(o)Same

(o) Same
Variation E would route
traffic south away from the
SCLA. Although an l/C is
proposed at Phantom St.
West, there is currently no
road to connect that l/C
with SCLA. Access to the
HDC would still be available
via Air Expressway until
Phantom West ¡s
constructed. Therefore,
Variation E would orovide a
similar level of access to
SCLA as the main alignment.

(+) Better

Table 2.
Hieh Desert Corridor Screenine Matrix

Variations
icreening Criteria

A

B-North

c

B-South

D

E

Environmental
:r¡ter¡a
Vlinimize traffic

(o) Same

:ongest¡on

Although slightly closer to
There would be no change
the develooed areas of
in traffic congest¡on relative
Palmadale, Variation A is
to the main alignment or Bexpected to provide similar South.
congestion relief benefits
when comoared to the
main alignment.

Minimize
business/residentia

relocation

I

(o) Same

[+]Better

i-)Worse

y'ar¡ation A would require

lhe main alignment would
:ass through the center of
Jairy farm and require the

lcquisition of a smaller
lortion of the LA World
Aiports Property.

(o) Same

(o) Same

(+) Better

There would be no change

Variation D is not expected
to imorove nor diminish
traffic congestion relative to
the main alignment.

Variat¡on E would provide a
short, alternate route for
traffic in the vicinity o fthe
SCLA and federal orison and
would be expected to
reduce congest¡on more
than the main alignment.

(+) Better

(-) Worse

[-) Worse
fhe main alignment would
in traffic congestion relative ¡rovide an alternate route
to the main alignment or B- br traffic whereas Variation
North.
3 would primarily use an
:xist¡ng (albeit upgraded)
'oad.

(+) Better

(-) Worse

Variation D was proposed
a pass through the center of a pass through a rural part of as a way to move the
dairy farm and require the town and require relatively alignment away from the
'elocation of several
relocation of several
few residential/business
develooed areas of Lake Los
Angeles. lt would result in
ruildings. Variat¡on B-North buildings. Var¡at¡on B-North relocations. Variation C
rould bisect the dairy but would bisect the dairy but would pass through a
fewer business/ residential
rvould mainly impact the
would mainly impact the
developed area and would relocations.
Tovement of cattle and
movement of cattle and
require extensive
people. B-South would
reoole. B-South would
relocat¡ons.
¡void the dairy completely. avoid the dairy completely.
\o other relocations would No other relocations would
ce required for any of these be required for any of these
)pt¡ons.
ootions.
The main alignment would

The main alignment would

The main alignment would

require the acquisition of
some LADWP property that
is

currently being used to

access Rockview Park
(possible a(f) issue).

Variation E would avoid this
but would require the
relocation of several
residences and businesses.
A small housing tract would
also be isolated

Table 2.
High Desert Corridor Screening Matrix

Variations
lcreening Criteria
Minimize biological
impacts

A

c

B-North

B-South

(-) Worse

(o) Same

(o)Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(+) Better

Variation A is slightly less
direct and would impact
slightly more desert scrub
habitat. lt would also
require a slightly larger
footprint within Little Rock

Although Va riation B-North
and B-South are slightly
longer than the ma¡n
alignment, they all traverse
through the same habitat
and would exoerience the

Both Variation C and the
main al¡gnment pass
through areas that contain
relatively few biological
resources. lmoacts are
expected to be similar.

Variation D and the main
alignment both pass
through similar habitat and
are expected to have similar
¡mpacts to biological

Cr.

same issues related to

Although Variation B-North
and B-South are slightly
longer than the main
al¡gnment, they all traverse
through the same habitat
and would experience the
same issues related to

sens¡t¡ve species. There

sens¡t¡ve species. There

would be no difference in

would be no difference in

Both Variation E and the
ma¡n alignment pass
through similar upland
habitats. They both cross
the Mojave River, but
Variation E would result in
slightly less shading
imoacts. Variation E would
impact Southwestern

biological impacts.

biological impacts.

Willow Flycatcher critica

D

re50u rces.

E

I

habitat in one location
instead of two.

M¡n¡mize water

(-) Worse

(o)Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

(o) Same

quality/ hydrology

Variation A would approach
Little Rock Cr. from an angle
and would likely require
additional columns in the
wash. lmpacts are expected
to be slightly larger.

Although Variation B-North
and B-South are slightly
longer than the main
alignment, they all cross the

Although Variation B-North
and B-South are slightly
longer than the main
alignment, they all cross the

Both Variation C and the
ma¡n alignment pass

Variation D and the main
Both Variation E and the
alignment both pass
main alignment would cross
through similar areas and
the Mojave River. Variation
are expected to have similar E would not cross Oro

¡mpacts

same small channels and

through areas that conta¡n
similar water

qua l¡ty/hydrology
same small channels and
would exoerience the same would exoerience the same resources. lmpacts are
issues related to water
issues related to water
expected to be similar.
quality and hydrology.
quality and hydrology.
There is not expected to be fhere is not exoected to be
any difference in impacts.
any difference in impacts.

¡mpacts to water
qua

lity/hydrology.

(o Same

Grande Wash but ootentiar

potential water qua lity
impacts are expected to be
similar.

Table 2.
Hish Desert Corridor Screenine Matrix

Variations
Screening Criteria

B-North

A

Minimize construction (-) Worse
lmpacts
Variation A would be
expected to have slightly
more construction impacts
due to its longer path, more
time required for
construction and more
work required at L¡ttle Rock
Cr.

c

B-South

(-) Worse

(+ Better

D

[-) Worse

Construction of the main
alignment would require
prior relocation of the
buildings associated with
running the farm, moving
the occupants away from
noise/air quality ¡mpacts.

Construct¡on of the main
alignment would require
prior relocation of the
buildings associated with
running the farm, moving
the occupants away from
noise/air quality impacts.
Variation B-North would be Variation B-North would be
located approximately L500 located a pproximately L500

Ihe main alignment

passes

through areas with relative
few sensitive receptors.
Variation C passes through
a developed area with
numerous sensit¡ve
receptors. Noise, air quality,
traff¡c and other access
issues

E

(+) Better

(-)Worse

Variat¡on D is located

Variation

farther away from

closer to sens¡t¡ve receotors

develooed areas and there

and would have a greater
potent¡a I for construction-

are fewer sens¡t¡ve

receptors present.
Therefore, construct¡on
impacts for Variation D are
exoected to be less.

E

would pass

related impacts.

would be much

feet from the buildings. BSouth would be located
farther away in an area
without sensitive receptors.

feet from the buildings. B- greater w¡th Variation
South would be located
farther away in an area
without sensitive receptors.

(-) Poor

(o) Fair

C.

Pro¡ect Cost criteria
Cost effectiveness

(-) Poor
Cost is expected

to

be

slightly h¡gher than main
alignment due to increased
length. Purpose and need
met equally well but with
slightly higher
environmental impacts.

Cost is expected

to

be

slightly higher than main
alignment due to increased
length. Does not alleviate
environmental concerns.

Cost is expected

to be

slightly higher than main
alignment due to increased
length. However,
env¡ronmental impacts are
reduced.

(-) Poor

(o) Fair

Both cost and
environmental impacts are
expected to be substantially
higher due to R/W
acquisition.

Cost is expected

o) Fair

to be

slightly higher than main
alignment due to increased
length. However,
environmental impacts are
reduced.

Cost is expected

to be

higher than main alignment
due

to increased length,

R/W acquisition and utility

relocation. However,
environmental impacts are
reduced.

Table 2.
Hish Desert Corridor Screening Matrix
Var¡at¡ons
A

Screening Criteria
Funding feasibility

Selected for

further

E

(o) Fair

(olFair

(o) Fair

(o) Fair

(o) Fair

lo

To be determined. As with
main alignment, could

To be determined. As with
main alignment, could
benefit from Public Private
Partnership funding.

To be determined.

To be determined. As with
main alignment, could
benefit from Public Private
Partnersh¡p funding.

To be determined. As with

be determined.

main alignment, could
benefit from Public Private
Partnership funding.

f-1)

(-3)

(+2)

(-s)

(+21

l+21

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

anavsis?

:valuation Coding:

Better (Variation would satisfy screening criteria better than the main alignment option)
o Same (Variation would satisfy screen¡ng criteria equally well compared to the main alignment option)
- Worse (Variation would satisfv screening criter¡a worse than the main alignment option)
+

D

[o] Fair

benefit from Public Private
Partnership funding.

Total Score

c

B-South

B-North

Project Alternatives:

o

No Build Alternative

Description:
The No Build (No Action) Alternative consists of those transportation projects that are already
planned and committed to be constructed by or before 2035 (subject to additional
requirements under CEQA and NEPA). Consequently, Alternative 1 represents future travel
conditions in the HDC study area without the HDC project and it is the baseline against which
other transportation alternatives proposed for the study area will be assessed.
Analvsis:

The No-Build Alternative would rely upon other projects to meet the transportation needs of
the High Desert region and would itself do nothing to meet the project purpose and need.
Mobility and goods movement would continue to suffer as would airport and emergency
access. A lack of construction means that environmental impacts would be avoided and there
would be no project cost or funding issues to contend with.
This olternotive will continue to be corried forward øs required by NEPA ond CEQA.

o

Transportation System Management/Transportation Demand Management (TSM/TDMI
Alternative

Description:
This Alternative includes the operational investments, policies, and easily implemented, low
capital cost improvements aimed at improving goods movement, passenger auto and transit
travel and reducing the negative environmental impacts of transportation for cities and
operations in the HDC Study area. lmprovements might include such things as minor roadway
widening, addition of turn lanes, lntelligent Transportation Systems, bus system improvements,
etc.
Analvsis:

The TSM/TDM Alternative would minimally support the purpose and need for transportation
improvements. The intent of this alternative is, by definition, to propose improvements which
have minimal environmental impacts and are relatively low cost proposals. As a consequence,
when you prepare a comprehensive evaluation of this alternative using the three categories of
screening, this option performs poorly in addressing purpose and need, but has good
performance in the environmental and cost categories.
This

Alternative will continue to be corried forward and requires more detailed definition.
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o

Freeway/Expressway Alternative (Avenue P-8, l-15 and SR-181

Description:
This alternative consists of a combination of a controlled-access freeway and an expressway. lt
generally follows Avenue P-8 in Los Angeles County and then runs slightly south of El Mirage
Road in San Bernardino County; it then extends to Air Expressway Road near l-15 and curves
south to terminate at Bear Valley Road.
Analvsis:
This alternative fully satisfies the project purpose and need and would be beneficial in reducing
traffic congestion; it scores well on those evaluation criteria. However, a new facility on a new
alignment would inevitable result in environmental impacts. Since much of the project is
located in a sparsely-populated, fragile desert environment, impacts to biological and
hydrological resources are of concern. Cost and funding are also issues to contend with in the

future.
Alternative will continue to be carried forward with special attention being given to finding
woys to ovoíd, minimize or mitigate environmental concerns.
This

o

Freeway/Tollway Alternative (Avenue P-8, l-15 and SR-18)

Description:
This alternative follows the same route as the Freeway/Expressway Alternative with alterations
made in coordination with a Public Private Partnership analysis.
Analvsis:

This alternative fully satisfies the project purpose and need and would be beneficial in reducing
traffic congestion; it scores well on those evaluation criteria. However, a new facility on a new
alignment would inevitable result in environmental impacts. Since much of the project is
located in a sparsely-populated, fragile desert environment, impacts to biological and
hydrological resources are of concern. Cost will be an area to contend with in the future;
however, private funding through a Public Private Partnership, if determined to be feasible,
could help alleviate this concern.
This Alternative will continue to be carried forward pending the results of the Public Private
Portnership analysis. Special ottention will be given to finding ways to avoid, minimize or
m itig ate e nvi ron m e nto I conce rns.

o

Corridor lmprovements Alternative (Ave. P-8, SR-138 and SR-18f

Description:
This Alternative follows the same route as the Freeway/Expressway Alternative between SR-14 and

approximately 126th St. East. The alternative would then curve south until it joins SR-138. From there
the alternative includes widening of SR-138 and SR-18 (generally between 126th St. East and l-15).
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Analvsis:

Although this alternative satisfies the project purpose and need better than the No-Build
alternative, it primarily enhances existing routes and, along most of the corridor, does not
provide additional transportation options; it does not compare well against the various
freeway/expressway/tollway alternatives. Meanwhile, this alternative fails to avoid many
environmental resources and does poorly at minimizing impacts. lt has few of the benefits in
terms of satisfying the project purpose and need but has most of the adverse environmental
impacts that would be associated with a more robust alternative.
The environmental costs are considered

to be too high compøred to the tronsportotion benefit
that would be achieved. This alternotive will not be corried forward for further analysis.

o

Freeway/Expressway Alternative with High Speed Rail right-of-way

Description:
This Alternative follows the same route as the Freeway/Expressway Alternative and includes
additional right of way for a High Speed Rail (HSR) facility. lf a HSR facility is proven to be viable,
its engineering and environmental analysis would be funded by others at a later date.
Analvsis:
This alternative fully satisfies the project purpose and need and would be beneficial in reducing

traffic congestion; it scores well on those evaluation criteria. By providing another
transportation option, a potential HSR facility would do even more to increase long-distance
east-west mobility and reduce congestion than a freeway/expressway by itself. As with the
other freeway/expressway alternatives, a new facility on a new alignment would result in
environmental impacts. lmpacts to biological and hydrological resources are of concern in this
sparsely-populated, fragile desert environment. Cost and funding are also issues to contend
with in the future.
This Alternative will continue to be carried pending discussions with the High Speed Rail
outhorities. Special attention will be given to finding ways to ovoid, minimize or mitigate
e

¡

nv i ron me nta I con ce rns.

Freeway/Tollway Alternative with High Speed Rail right-of-way

Description:
This Alternative is similar to the Freeway/Tollway Alternative and includes additional right of
way for a High Speed Rail (HSR) facility. This alternative would include a Public-Private
Partnership analysis. lf a HSR facility is proven to be viable, its engineering and environmental
analysis would be funded by others at a later date.
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Analvsis:
This alternative fully satisfies the project purpose and need and would be beneficial in reducing
traffic congestion; it scores well on those evaluation criteria. By providing another
transportation option, a potential HSR facility would do even more to increase long-distance
east-west mobility and reduce congestion than a freeway/tollway by itself. As with the other
freeway/expressway alternatives, a new facility on a new alignment would inevitable result in
environmental impacts. Since much of the project is located in a sparsely-populated, fragile
desert environment, impacts to biological and hydrological resources are of concern. Cost will
be an area to contend with in the future; however, private funding through a Public Private
Partnership, if determined to be feasible, could help alleviate this concern.
This Alternative will continue to be carried forword pending the results of the Public Private
Partnership anolysis. Special attentíon will be given to finding ways to avoid, minimize or
m itigøte envi ron me nta I conce rns.

o

Hybrid Corridor Alternative

Description:
This alternative would consist of a combination of all or some of the previously identified alternatives,
whose elements (TSM/TDM, Freeway, Expressway, Tollway, HSR) would be pieced together to best fit

the needs of each section of the corridor. The determination of which elements to use, and at which
locations, would be determined based on the results of the traffic study, environmental studies and
public input.

Analvsis:
This alternative would utilize the most appropriate elements of the other alternatives and would be
structured such that all aspects of the project purpose and need would be met in a way that best
m inimizes project impacts.

This Alternative will continue to be carried forward but requires more detoiled definition.
Special attention will be given to finding ways to avoid, minimize or mitigate environmentøl
concerns.

Project Variations:

o

Variation A
Description:
Located in the City of Palmdale, this variation would result in the freeway/expressway running slightly
south of the main alignment, approximately between Lsth St. East and Little Rock Wash.
Analvsis:

Variation A matches the main alignment option equally in all screening criteria but one; it compares
favorably when looking at business/residential relocations because it is located closer to the southern
September 2011
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boundary of the L.A. World Airports property; a smaller portion of the property would have to be
acquired. However, this is a single government-owned property, as opposed to numerous privately
owned parcels. lt is not possible to determine a clear alignment preference based on the current level
of information.
Both Variotion A ond the main olignment option will be carried forwørd for further study.

o

Variation B-North and B-South

Description:

The freeway/expressway would run slightly north, or south, of the main alignment between Oasis

Rd.

and Caughlin Rd. east of the county line.
Analvsis:

Both Variation B-North and the main alignment option would require the acquisition/relocation of a
portion of a local dairy operation; with B-North, however, the operational buildings would remain in
place and would be subject to construction-related noise and air quality impacts. Variation B-South
would require relocation of a smaller property.
Voriotion B-South ond the main alignment option will be carried forword for fufther anolysis.
Variotion B-North will be dropped from further consideration.

o

Variation

C

Description:
The freeway/expressway would swing south of the main alignment and pass through the center of the

Town of Apple Valley before connecting with SR-18 and Bear Valley Road.
Analvsis:

Variation C has no benefits when compared to the main alignment option. lnstead, it would result in
serious adverse consequences for the Town of Apple Valley. lt would bisect the community, harming
community cohesion, and result in the relocation of numerous business and residential properties.
There is strong public opposition to this variation.

Voriotion

o

C

will be dropped from further consideration.

Variation

D

Description:

Located near the community of Lake Los Angeles, the freeway/expressway would run slightly south of
the main alignment, just south of Avenue R, approximately between 150th St. East and 23Oth St. East.
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Analvsis:

The shift in alignment resulting from Variation D appears to be beneficial because it would help reduce

the number of residential relocations and the construction-related impacts compared to the

main

alignment option. However, additional detailed analysis will be required before it can be determined if
one option is clearly favored over the other.
Both Voriotion D ønd the moin alignment option will be corried forward for further onolysis.

o

Variation E
Description:
Located near the cities of Adelanto and Victorville, the freeway/expressway would run just south of the
federal prison.
Analvsis:

Variation E appears to be favorable from the perspective of meeting purpose and need and reducing
impacts to natural resources. lt would, however, take the corridor farther away from the SCLA facility
and result in additional impacts to the human environment. There is enough justification to continue
analyzing both options.

Both Variation

E

ond the moin olignment option will be corried forword for further study.

Summary of Alternatives and Variations Carried Forward for Further Analysis
Based on the results presented above, the following l¡st ¡ndicates those alternatives and variations that
will be analyzed further in the technical studies and the environmental document:

¡
.
.
¡
.
.
o
o
o
o
¡

No Build Alternative;

Transportation System Management/Transportation Demand Management (TSM/TDM)
Alternative;
Freeway/Expressway Alternative (Avenue P-8, l-15 and SR-18);
Freeway/Tollway Alternative (Avenue P-8, l-15 and SR-18);
Freeway/Expressway Alternative with High Speed Rail right-of-way;
Freeway/Tollway Alternative with High Speed Rail right-of-way;
Hybrid Corridor Alternative;
Variation A, including the main alignment option;
Variation B-South, including the main alignment option;
Variation D, including the main alignment option;
Variation E, including the main alignment option.

These are shown in Figure 2 below.
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